
What is the Aurora Source? 
 
The Aurora may sound foreign to some of you. However, I promise you, it is not new at 
all. It had always been there. In fact for some of you, this energy source has appeared in 
physical form. The aurora, also known as rainbow light energy is an energy source that 
had finally stabilized during this age. 
 
Before the Aquarian Age, the aurora energy was not an easy energy to handle. Though 
many tried their best to use the energy however it resulted in many problems like energy 
over burn and integration problem. This is also the glamour of using energy source 
during that age. The Piscean age a couple of years ago, cannot maintain light, therefore 
such energy was just too much to handle.  
 
However after stepping into the Aquarian age, this energy source finally stabilized and 
now people can start to use it efficiently and actively. The Aurora source is actually an 
energy source that is created from the seven ray energy source. There are actually seven 
ray pillars that send in the divine qualities to all of creation. Will, Love, Wisdom, Purity, 
Truth, Peace and Freedom each pillar is the divine quality and each possess a color. 
The aurora energy is actually a synthesis of the energy that is spread out from the 
transmission. Energy from the seven pillars of light comes together and merges to form 
the Aurora energy. Thus the aurora energy is actually a much synthesized energy source.  
 
Therefore people who were in the Piscean age could not possibly work well with aurora 
energy unless you are attuned to it. This was the case for people who are attuned to a 
particular healing modality. This healing modality works with the aurora energy very 
closely and they have also noted that it is a magnetic natured energy. Thus this also 
explains the reason why. This is because the aurora has to be magnetic so that they can 
synthesize together.  
 
The aurora energy is also the source where the rainbow children are created. They are 
given this energy source and they connect very well with the higher energies. This is 
because they already encompass the basic seven ray energy. Therefore they are here also 
to master the higher rays. Due to the source they come from, they can be very charismatic 
because they have a magnetic energy field. This also reflects the reason that they could 
sometimes be much grounded. However, the rainbow children are just like any ordinary 
child that requires training on the higher qualities of life. This also helps them to integrate 
the higher ray faster.   
 
Above the Aurora source there is still a higher dimension energy source. This energy 
source is known as the Mahatma Energy source. This energy is not to be messed with. 
It is a very high energy vibration and it can be very energetic. You may also choose to 
invoke this energy source however your foundation in character integration should be 
firm before connecting to the source. Improper usage of this energy source may result in 
ungroundedness and glamour thinking. Thus the user of this energy source should be 
clear and firm on character integration. Use the energy for love and light and you will be 
rewarded.  
 
Namaste 
Rev. Kelvin Khemery / Lord Metatron 


